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ST1

ST5D
The ST1 Scooter is the lightest in the ST range and has an ultra
compact design which is ideal for nipping to the shops, or for
putting in the car boot to take on day trips and holidays. The
streamlined ST1’s compact and stylish frame uniquely splits
into two or five pieces for effortless lifting. Despite being the
lightest scooter in the range, the ST1 has plenty of power to
easily take you up slopes and hills.
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 26 miles on a
full battery charge*
»» Luxurious fully adjustable Captains
seat with padded adjustable headrest
»» High / low speed selector to switch
between 4mph (pavement only) and
8mph (road legal)
»» Excellent ground clearance 21cm (8”)
for a smooth ride over rough terrain
»» LED touch screen control panel
»» Fully functioning indicators and twin
adjustable rear view mirrors for
extra visibility
»» Advanced all round
suspension ensures a smooth
ride and optimal handling
»» Fitted with innovative Rhino 2 control
system for a smooth, powerful ride
»» Comfortable lightweight and rotating
seat which swivels 360° for easy
transfers on and off the scooter
»» Removable seat and pneumatic tiller
adjustment for easy transportation
»» Sliding and reclining seat with
adjustable armrests
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Tie down points for
non-occupant transportation

»» Fitted with reflectors and illuminated
controls to improve outdoor visibility
at dusk or when dark
»» Front removable storage
basket as standard
»» Grey puncture proof non marking tyres
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety device
prevents scooter from rolling
backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Easy to remove battery pack fitted with
2 x 12 Ah airline friendly batteries
»» Includes an on or off board charging
facility as standard
»» Available in Ruby Red or Sapphire Blue
»» Optional extras - Rear basket and
additional storage options
»» Weight capacity 115kg (18st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Ruby Red

»» Horn to alert others of your presence
for added safety
»» Fitted with reflectors, illuminated
controls and LED front, rear and brake
lights to improve outdoor visibility
at dusk or when dark
»» Power / Self-Diagnostic and Hazard
warning lights for added safety
»» Front removable storage basket
as standard
»» Bespoke alloy wheels with black
pneumatic tyres for a smoother ride
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety device
prevents scooter from rolling
backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Easy to remove 2 x 79 Ah airline
friendly batteries
»» Includes an on board charging
facility as standard
»» Emergency brake for added safety
»» Available in Anthracite Grey
and Spirit Red
»» Optional extras - Rear basket and
additional storage options
»» Weight capacity 180kg (28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Sapphire Blue

Colour Options
Anthracite Grey

“Tight turning circle for ease of use indoors”

Spirit Red

“Gives you an incredibly smooth
ride, even on rougher terrain”
CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

HEAVIEST COMPONENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

ST1BE

ST1 Scooter

100cm (39")

89cm (35")

51cm (20")

6˚

40kg (88lb)

14kg (31lb)

115kg (18st)

ST5DBE

ST5D Scooter

144cm (57")

136cm (53.5")

68cm (27")

10˚

180kg (28st)
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»» Top speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 6 miles on a
full battery charge*
»» Height adjustable, hard wearing and
fully cushioned profiled seat
»» Plug and wire free
connections for quick and simple
assembling and dismantling
»» Splits easily for storage
and transportation
»» Width adjustable armrests
and adjustable handlebars to
suit comfort of user
»» Comfortable lightweight and rotating
seat which swivels 360° for easy
transfers on and off the scooter
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Removable seat, easy tiller
adjustment and an integral lifting
handle for easy transportation
»» Lightweight scooter weighing
only 40kg (88lb)
»» Horn to alert others of your
presence for added safety

The ST5D Scooter has a modern, robust design that gives you
the latest in scooter styling and performance. It features bespoke
alloy wheels, sleek paintwork and touch screen controls, and
despite being one of the larger scooters in the range, it is
compact and easy to manoeuvre with a tight turning circle.

ST6

Scout Range
The ST6 is a perfectly formed scooter with its sweeping curves
and enviable design, and a high performance which allows the
scooter to be used both on and off road. The scooter features
extra ground clearance and oil damped suspension, both of which
make your journey smoother and more comfortable. On top of all
these features, this scooter has an excellent grade climb to ensure
you can effortlessly go up hills.
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»» Top speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 10 miles
(MS003 / 008), 13 miles (MS009)
on full battery charge*
»» Comfortable lightweight seat
which swivels 360˚ for easy transfers
on and off the scooter
»» Removable battery pack with easy to
carry handle and locking mechanism
»» On board and in house charging
as standard
»» Automatic electromagnetic
brake system
»» Height adjustable seat to
suit user comfort requirements
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Easy to change body panels
»» Easy tiller adjustment to
suit user requirements
»» Removable seat, fold down tiller
and splits easily for storage
and transportation

»» Four tie down points for safe
transportation (without occupant)
»» Horn to alert others of your presence
for added safety
»» Fitted with reflectors and LED front,
rear and brake lights to improve
outdoor visibility at dusk or when dark
»» Power / Self-Diagnostic and Hazard
warning lights for added safety
»» Alloy wheels with black pneumatic
tyres for a smoother ride
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety device
prevents scooter from rolling
backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Easy to remove 2 x 79 Ah airline
friendly batteries
»» Includes an on board charging
facility as standard.
»» Emergency brake for added safety
»» Available in Silver and Spirit Red
»» Additional storage in the modesty
panel and seat pocket
»» Wide range of optional extras
including rear basket and additional
storage options
»» Weight capacity 197kg (31st)
*

»» Stylish silver wheel hubs with black
puncture proof non marking tyres
»» Width adjustable flip up armrests
for added flexibility
»» Front removable storage
basket as standard
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety device
prevents scooter from rolling
backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Easy to remove battery pack fitted
with 2 x 12 Ah or 2 x 20 Ah airline
friendly batteries
»» Available in Spirit Red and Electric Blue
»» Weight capacity 130kg (20st)
*

Subject to conditions of use
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 31 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Offers superb comfort with a luxurious,
reclining, angle adjustable and sliding
seat with a padded adjustable
headrest and lumbar support
»» Luxurious Captains seat with two
tone cover
»» High / low speed selector to switch
between 4mph (pavement only) and
8mph (road legal)
»» High ground clearance of 10cm (5”) for
a smooth ride over rough terrain
»» Fully functioning indicators and
adjustable twin rear view mirrors
for extra visibility
»» Oil damped suspension ensures a
smooth and comfortable ride
»» Backlit LCD illuminated controls
»» Fitted with innovative Rhino 2 control
system for a smooth, powerful ride
»» Comfortable lightweight and rotating
seat which swivels 360° for easy
transfers on and off the scooter
»» Removable seat and pneumatic tiller
adjustment for easy transportation
»» Comfortable height adjustable seat
with adjustable armrests
»» Delta bars as standard

The Scout has many features which are only normally
found on larger scooters. It’s the first Drive mini scooter
to include Delta Bars as standard, it also features the next
generation Drive splitting mechanism.

Colour Options
Spirit Red

Electric Blue

“Compact in size, big on features”

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Silver

Spirit Red

“Excellent on and off road!”
Bariatric Model

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

HEAVIEST COMPONENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS008

Scout 4 Wheel - 12 Ah

108cm (42.5")

91cm (36")

48cm (19")

8˚

44kg (97lb)

16kg (35lb)

130kg (20st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS009

Scout 4 Wheel - 20 Ah

108cm (42.5")

91cm (36")

48cm (19")

8˚

49kg (107lb)

16kg (35lb)

130kg (20st)

ST6BE

ST6 Scooter

160cm (63")

128cm (50")

72cm (28")

9˚

197kg (31st)

MS003

Scout 3 Wheel - 12 Ah

108cm (42.5")

91cm (36")

48cm (19")

8˚

44kg (97lb)

16kg (35lb)

130kg (20st)

Prism

Prism Sport
The Prism range of scooters are complete with exciting features
which include a stylish and modern body design, a huge choice of
standard colours and the facility to order any colour of your choice.

The Prism Sport has all the performance and reliability of the Prism
plus additional features. These include larger wheels, a maximum
range of 12 miles, a greater weight capacity and mud flaps.

»» Top speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 10 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Second battery pack extends
the range up to 20 miles*
»» Wireless connector means the
scooter can be split apart for
transportation in seconds
»» A huge choice of colours
»» Stylish and appealing body design with
easy to change body panels
»» Comfortable lightweight seat
which swivels 360º for easy transfers
on and off the scooter
»» Includes an on or off board
charging facility as standard
»» Intelligent electromagnetic
brake system
»» Comfortable height adjustable
seat with width adjustable armrests

»» Top speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 12 miles on
full battery charge*
»» Excellent wireless connector
means it can be split apart in seconds
for easy transportation
»» Improved styling and
appealing body design
»» Comfortable Bosun seat which
swivels 360˚for easy transfers
on and off the scooter
»» On board and in house
charging as standard
»» Intelligent electromagnetic
brake system
»» Removable seat, fold down
tiller and integral lifting handles
for easy transportation
»» Height adjustable seat
»» Width and angle adjustable flip up
armrests for easy transfers

»» Removable seat, fold down tiller
and an integral lifting handle
for easy transportation
»» Stylish silver wheel hubs with black
puncture proof non marking tyres
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Front removable storage
basket as standard
»» Delta bars available
as an optional extra
»» Easy to remove battery pack
fitted with 2 x 12 Ah or 2 x 20 Ah
airline friendly batteries
»» Weight capacity 115kg (18st)
Subject to conditions of use

*

Subject to conditions of use
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*

»» Tiller head with headlight and LED
battery gauge for ease of use
»» Excellent mud flaps
»» Larger 22cm x 10cm (9” x 4”)
grey solid tyres provide greater
ground clearance
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Front removable storage
basket as standard
»» Delta bars available as optional extra
»» Easy to remove battery pack fitted with
2 x 20 Ah airline friendly batteries
»» Weight capacity 135kg (21st)

Colour Options
Spirit Red
Blue

Yellow*
Champagne

Pink*

Green*

Electric Blue

“The high performance version
of the popular Prism 4”

Orange*
Purple*

*Only available on the Prism 3 wheel model

“Optional battery pack extends the
maximum range up to 20 miles”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

HEAVIEST COMPONENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS017

Prism 3 Wheel

95cm (37")

87cm (34")

47cm (18")

8˚

42kg (93lb)

13kg (29lb)

115kg (18st)

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

HEAVIEST COMPONENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS018

Prism 4 Wheel

104cm (41")

88cm (35")

48cm (19")

8˚

47kg (103lb)

17kg (38lb)

115kg (18st)

MS019

Prism Sport

104cm (41")

90cm (36")

55cm (22")

8˚

52kg (113lb)

29kg (66Ib)

135kg (21st)

Envoy Range
The Envoy range of Scooters are excellent additions to the
Drive range, with the performance usually associated with
much larger models. These scooters enjoy a whole host
of excellent features including all round suspension, LED
headlights and longer range batteries.
Envoy 8+
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

»» Black pneumatic tyres with
large alloy wheels
»» One touch hydraulic tiller adjustment
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 50Ah

Top speed of 8mph*
Maximum range of 30 miles*
Fully functioning indicators and mirror
Powerful 500W motor
Secondary cable brake
Sport style seat
Modern dashboard design

Envoy 6
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Top speed of 6mph*
Maximum range of 30 miles*
Fully functioning indicators and mirror
All round suspension
Powerful 470W motor
Stylish silver wheel hubs

»» Delta bars as standard
»» Black pneumatic tyres with
large alloy wheels
»» LED front headlight
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 50Ah

Envoy 4
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Envoy 8+

Envoy 6

Envoy 4

»» Black pneumatic tyres with
large alloy wheels
»» LED front headlight
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 50Ah

Top speed of 4mph*
Maximum range of 30 miles*
Fully functioning mirror
Powerful 350W motor
All round suspension
Stylish silver wheel hubs
Delta bars as standard

*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Spirit Red

Electric Blue

White (4 & 8 Only)

Silver (4 & 8 Only)

“The Envoy brings a new stylish design
and offers a huge 30 mile range”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

MS050

Envoy 4

121cm (48")

102cm (40")

60cm (24")

8˚

94kg (207lb)

160kg (25st)

MS051

Envoy 6

121cm (48")

102cm (40")

60cm (24")

8˚

94kg (207lb)

160kg (25st)

MS058

Envoy 8+

121cm (48")

122cm (48")

60cm (24")

8˚

100kg (220lb)

160kg (25st)
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»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Viper
The Viper Scooter offers modern styling and a whole host
of excellent features. These include modern state of the
art controls, one touch tiller adjustment and delta bars as
standard. Fully independent front and rear suspension, large
14” stylish alloy wheels providing a 10cm (4”) high ground
clearance, and an ergonomic adjustable seat. The result is a
smooth and comfortable driving experience.
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»» Rear anti-tip wheels as standard
»» Front removable storage
basket as standard
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Large seat back storage pocket
for storing essentials
»» Additional hand operated cable
brake for added safety
»» Anti-roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12v 50ah or 2 x 12v 79ah**
»» Weight capacity 160kg (25st)
* Subject to conditions of use
** Batteries not included

Colour Options
Spirit Red

“Large wheels and all round
suspension for a smoother ride”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

WEIGHT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

VIPERRD

VIPER

143cm (56")

132cm (52")

56cm (26")

8˚

120kg (264lb)

160kg (25st)
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»» Top Speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 25 miles (50ah)
or 30 miles (79ah)*
»» All round suspension ensures a
smooth ride and optimal handling
»» 14” stylish alloy wheels with black
pneumatic tyres for a smoother ride
»» State of the art controls
»» Comfortable rotating seat with
sliding and reclining facility
»» One touch hydraulic tiller
adjustment to suit user requirements
and assist easy transportation
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Height adjustable headrest
to suit user requirements
»» Armrests are angle adjustable and
flip up for easy transfers
»» Twin rear view mirrors for extra visibility

Cobra
The Cobra is a revolutionary scooter in terms of design, aesthetics
and styling. It has been aerodynamically designed to give an
outstandingly stable drive and maximise battery consumption.
It’s a remarkable scooter that makes a huge statement and sets
a new benchmark with its striking dynamic design.
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»» Twin rear view mirrors for extra visibility
»» Stylish ‘Blade’ alloy wheels with black
pneumatic tyres for a smoother ride
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Available in Graphite Grey,
Spirit Red and White
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 79Ah
»» Weight capacity 182kg (28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 30 miles on
full battery charge*
»» Comfortable rotating seat with
sliding and reclining facility
»» Electromagnetic brake system
and emergency brakes
»» Height adjustable headrest to
suit user requirements
»» Armrests are angle and
width adjustable and flip up
for easy side transfers
»» All round suspension ensures a smooth
ride and optimal handling
»» One touch hydraulic tiller adjustment
to suit user requirements and assist
easy transportation
»» Excellent turning circle for use in small
areas and busy environments
»» LED lighting and high level indicators
and front and rear lights for maximum
visibility at dusk or when dark

Colour Options
Graphite Grey

Spirit Red

White

“This revolutionary scooter will take
your adventures to the next level”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

COBRA

Cobra

160cm (63")

135cm (53")

73cm (29")

10˚

182kg (28st)

King Cobra
Following the success of our Cobra scooter we’ve
developed the new King Cobra. This offers an evolved
dynamic design, generous spaciousness, a 31 mile range
and a maximum weight limit of 32 stone.
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»» High level indicators
for added safety
»» Fitted with reflectors and
LED front, rear and brake lights
to improve outdoor visibility
at dusk or when dark
»» Stylish ‘Blade’ alloy wheels
with black pneumatic tyres
for a smoother ride
»» Delta bars as standard
»» Bottle/cup holder included
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows
movement of scooter without
switching the motor on
»» Available in Graphite Grey
»» Optional rear pannier box
»» Recommended MK Gel batteries:
2 x 12V 96Ah
»» Weight capacity 200kg (32st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Graphite Grey

“Powerful performance and dynamic
design defines this luxury scooter”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

KCOBRAGG

King Cobra

170cm (67")

140cm (54")

73cm (29")

10˚

200kg (32st)
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 32 miles
on full battery charge*
»» Stylish & distinctive design
»» Comfortable rotating seat with
sliding and reclining facility
»» Height adjustable headrest
and angle adjustable armrests
to suit user requirements
»» Electromagnetic brake system
and emergency cable brakes
»» All round suspension ensures a
smooth ride and optimal handling
»» Generous tiller adjustment
to suit user requirements and
assist easy transportation
»» User friendly controls with a
modern digital LCD display
»» Automatic speed reduction
when steering for added safety
»» Twin USB power socket
»» Fully functioning indicators
and twin adjustable rear view
mirrors for extra visibility

Royale 3 & 4
The Drive Royale 3 and 4 are two of the finest mobility scooters
available today, both models have an impressive performance;
powered by 70Ah batteries they have an excellent maximum range
of 32 miles. These stylish scooters also feature a modern illuminated
LCD display, providing Speedo, Battery Gauge, Clock, Odometer,
Temperature, Reverse Light and Intelligent Diagnostics.
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at dusk or when dark
»» Twin rear view mirrors for extra visibility
»» Large 40cm (16”) alloy wheels
with black pneumatic tyres
for a smoother ride
»» T-Bar style handlebars
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from rolling
backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Lap belt included for added safety
»» Optional rear pannier box
»» Available in Red, White and Black
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 79Ah
»» Weight capacity 185kg (29st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Red

White

Black

“The result is an exceptional
driving experience”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

HW001

Royale 3 Wheel

158cm (62")

135cm (53")

73cm (29")

10˚

185kg (29st)

HW002

Royale 4 Wheel

158cm (62")

135cm (53")

73cm (29")

10˚

185kg (29st)
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 32 miles on
full battery charge*
»» Stylish modern design
»» Comfortable rotating seat with
sliding and reclining facility
»» Height adjustable headrest
to suit user requirements
»» Armrests are angle and
width adjustable and flip up
for easy side transfers
»» Automatic speed reduction when
steering for added safety
»» All round suspension ensures a
smooth ride and optimal handling
»» Tiller adjustment by lever to
suit user requirements and assist
easy transportation
»» Digital dash display with
user friendly controls
»» High level indicators and
lighting to improve outdoor visibility

Royale 4 Sport
The Royale range of scooters continues to evolve with the
introduction of this state of the art Royale 4 Sport. This stunning
scooter features a stylish canopy, powerful 1500W motor and a
maximum range up to an impressive 37 miles, providing the perfect
balance of luxury comfort and performance.
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»» Twin rear view mirrors
for extra visibility
»» Large 36cm (14”) front and
48cm (19”) rear alloy wheels
with black pneumatic tyres for
a smoother ride and excellent
ground clearance
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows
movement of scooter without
switching the motor on
»» Lap belt included for added safety
»» Highly powerful 1500W motor
»» Available in Bronze
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 79Ah or 2 x 12V 100Ah
»» Weight capacity 160kg (25st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Bronze

“The stylish canopy adds to this
bold and dynamic design”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

HW006

Royale 4 Sport

169cm (67")

173cm (68")

75cm (30")

10˚

160kg (25st)
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 28 miles
(70Ah batts) or 37 miles (100Ah
batts) on full battery charge*
»» Stylish modern design with canopy
»» Large 51cm (20”) seat width
accommodates larger users
providing added comfort
»» Comfortable rotating seat with
sliding and reclining facility
»» Height adjustable headrest
to suit user requirements
»» Armrests are width adjustable
and flip up for easy side transfers
»» Automatic speed reduction when
steering for added safety
»» All round suspension ensures a
smooth ride and optimal handling
»» Tiller adjustment by lever to
suit user requirements
»» Digital dash display with
user friendly controls
»» High level indicators and lighting
to improve outdoor visibility at
dusk or when dark

Sport Rider
The Sport Rider is a modern design 8mph scooter that includes
all the tried and tested benefits of the Drive range. Using technology
borrowed from the motorcycle industry the all round suspension
provides excellent ride quality and handling, making a cruise on
the Sport Rider both exhilarating and comfortable.
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»» Twin adjustable rear view
mirrors for extra visibility
»» Large accommodating footwell
with anti-slip rubber mat
»» Motorbike style wheels with modern
chrome mud guards
»» Rear bumper provides
additional protection
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Lap belt included for added safety
»» Large seat back storage
pocket for keeping essentials safe
when out and about
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Optional lockable and
removable rear pannier box
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 79Ah or 2 x 12V 100Ah
»» Weight capacity 180kg (28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Black

“The stylish Sport Rider was inspired
by some of the leading designs in
the motorcycle industry”
CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

SR001BLK

Sport Rider

165cm (65")

112cm (44")

78cm (31")

10˚

180kg (28st)
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 31 miles on
full battery charge*
»» Comfortable rotating sport style seat
with sliding and reclining facility
»» Height adjustable headrest
and width adjustable armrests to
suit user requirements
»» Angle adjustable handle bars allow
comfortable positioning for the user
»» Throttle lever with automatic
safe-braking system
»» Emergency cable brake
for added security
»» Telescopic front motorbike suspension
for optimal handling
»» Excellent manoeuvrability and
turning circle for use in small areas
and busy environments
»» Illuminated controls feature a
twin dial digital dash
»» Trip computer with odometer for
measuring distance travelled
»» Easy to use LED controls
»» All round lighting, inc large headlight,
front/rear indicators and rear brake
lights to improve outdoor visibility
at dusk or when dark

Easy Rider
Inspired by the success of the Sport Rider, the design team got
to work on a new model that would continue to redefine the typical
luxury scooter. The Easy Rider has a striking new design, stunning
instrumentation and offers precise handling that must
be experienced to be appreciated.
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»» Twin adjustable rear view
mirrors for extra visibility
»» Large accommodating footwell
with anti-slip rubber mat
»» Motorbike style wheels with
modern chrome mud guards
»» Rear bumper provides
additional protection
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Lap belt included for added safety
»» Large seat back storage pocket
for keeping essentials safe
when out and about
»» Anti roll back system safety
device prevents scooter from
rolling backwards on hills
»» Freewheel facility allows movement of
scooter without switching the motor on
»» Optional lockable and removable
rear pannier box
»» Recommended MK batteries:
2 x 12V 79Ah or 2 x 12V 96Ah
»» Weight capacity 180kg (28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Black

“State of the art performance
and design”

CODE

DESCRIPTION

LENGTH

HEIGHT

WIDTH

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM WEIGHT CAPACITY

SR003BLK

Easy Rider

166cm (65")

115cm (45")

76cm (30")

10˚

180kg (28st)
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»» Top speed of 8mph*
»» Maximum range of 31 miles
on full battery charge*
»» Comfortable rotating sport style seat
with sliding and reclining facility
»» Height adjustable headrest
and angle adjustable armrests
to suit user requirements
»» Angle adjustable handle bars
allows comfortable positioning
for the user (requires tools)
»» Throttle lever with automatic
safe-braking system
»» Emergency cable brake
for added security
»» Telescopic front motorbike
suspension for optimal handling
»» Illuminated controls feature
a twin dial digital dash
»» Trip computer with odometer for
measuring distance travelled
»» Easy to use controls
»» All round lighting, including large
headlight, front/rear indicators and
rear brake lights to improve outdoor
visibility at dusk or when dark

Energi Powerchair

Energi+ Powerchair

»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 15 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 41cm (16”), 46cm (18”),
51cm (20”) and 56cm (22”) seat widths
»» Designed for indoor use and limited
outdoor use such as shopping centres
»» Rear wheel drive system for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Detachable height and width
adjustable armrests with removable
PU arm pads to suit comfort of user
»» Double cross brace for responsive
manoeuvrability and added support
»» Half folding and removable backrest for
easy storage and transportation
»» Tension and height adjustable
backrest and length adjustment on
armrests allow chair to be easily
adapted to suit comfort preferences
»» De-clutch operation to enable you to
safely freewheel the chair where and
when required
»» Padded upholstery with choice of
four seat widths
»» 20cm (8”) front castors and
32cm (12.5”) rear wheels with
pneumatic tyres provide durability
and low maintenance

CODE

DESCRIPTION

CODE

DESCRIPTION

PCA16

Energi 41cm (16”) Powerchair

PCKC006

Kerb Climber 51cm (20")

PCA18

Energi 46cm (18") Powerchair

PCKC007

Kerb Climber 56cm (22")

Colour Options

PCA20

Energi 51cm (20") Powerchair

Z15982-01

Elevating Footrest - Right

Metallic Blue

The Enigma Energi+ features stylish oval tubing and has
an electric blue finish with vivid artwork. It also features a
handy slide out battery tray.
»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 15 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Stylish oval tubing with
an Electric Blue finish
»» Excellent slide out battery
tray for easy charging
»» Designed for indoor use and limited
outdoor use such as shopping centres
»» Rear wheel drive system for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Detachable height and width
adjustable armrests with removable PU
arm pads to suit the comfort of the user
»» Double cross brace for responsive
manoeuvrability and added support
»» Half folding and removable backrest
for easy storage and transportation
»» Tension and height adjustable
backrest and length adjustment on
armrests allow chair to be easily
adapted to suit comfort preferences
»» De-clutch operation to enable you
to safely freewheel the chair where
and when required
»» Padded upholstery for additional
comfort and support

»» Comfortable seat cushion
included as standard
»» Swing in / swing out detachable
footrests for maximum comfort and
convenience when transferring
»» PG Drives VR2 controller provides an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 320W motors
»» Tried and tested industry
standard electronics
»» Detachable batteries and basket
for easy storage
»» Built in storage bag for battery charger
»» On board charging (2 x 34Ah batteries)
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Available in three colour options –
Metallic Blue, Red or Black
»» This powerchair has been crash
tested providing added safety when
being transported in a vehicle
»» Various optional extras are
available such as attendant controls,
dual controls, kerb climbers and
elevating footrests
»» Maximum weight capacity
135 – 180kg (21 - 28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Red (16”, 18” & 20”)

Black

»» 20cm (8”) front castors and
32cm (12.5”) rear wheels with solid
puncture proof tyres provide durability
and low maintenance
»» Comfortable seat cushion
included as standard
»» Swing in / swing out detachable
footrests for maximum comfort and
convenience when transferring
»» PG Drives VR2 controller provides an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 320W motors
»» Tried and tested industry
standard electronics
»» Detachable batteries and
basket for easy storage
»» Built in storage bag for battery charger
»» On board charging (2 x 34Ah batteries)
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Various optional extras are
available such as attendant controls,
dual controls, kerb climbers and
elevating footrests
»» Maximum weight capacity 135kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

CODE

DESCRIPTION
Energi+ 46cm (18”) Powerchair

PCA22

Energi 56cm (22") Powerchair

Z15983-01

Elevating Footrest - Left

PCP18

PCKC004

Kerb Climber 41cm (16”)

Z21076PG

Attendant Control

PCKC005

Kerb Climber 46cm (18”)

PCKC005

Kerb Climber 46cm (18")

Z21065 & Z21071

Dual Control (Bracket & Joystick)

ELR002R

Elevating Footrest - Right

ELR002L

Elevating Footrest - Left

Z21076PG

Attendant Control

Z21065 & Z21071

Dual Control (Bracket & Joystick)

Crash Tested

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT LENGTH

SEAT HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

Slide out battery tray

PCA16

61cm (24")

118cm (46”)

94cm (37")

41cm (16”)

40cm (16”)

53cm (21")

56kg (123lb)

135kg (21st)

PCA18

66cm (26”)

118cm (46”)

94cm (37")

46cm (18")

40cm (16”)

53cm (21")

56kg (123lb)

135kg (21st)

PCA20

71cm (28")

118cm (46”)

94cm (37")

51cm (20")

40cm (16”)

53cm (21")

56kg (123lb)

135kg (21st)

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT LENGTH

SEAT HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

PCA22

76cm (30")

118cm (46”)

94cm (37")

56cm (22")

40cm (16”)

53cm (21")

58kg (128lb)

180kg (28st)

PCP18

66cm (26”)

114cm (45”)

96cm (38”)

46cm (18”)

40cm (16”)

47cm (19”)

60kg (132lb)

135kg (21st)
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The Enigma Energi Lightweight Powerchairs have many
excellent features normally found on more expensive chairs yet
are surprisingly affordable. This Powerchair range provides great
comfort with extra features as standard.

Cobalt

Cirrus
The Cobalt Powerchair is a compact, lightweight and highly
transportable chair which is simple and easy to use due to its user
friendly programmable controller. This powerchair splits into 3
sections for easy handling and storage when not in use.
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 15 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Attractive steel cross-brace frame
»» Designed for indoor and limited
outdoor use such as shopping centres
»» Rear wheel drive system
»» Flip up, height adjustable and
removable padded armrests
to suit comfort of user
»» Comes with 1.5” seat cushion and
front pocket for storing essentials
»» Comes with back cushion
which includes a larger pocket
for additional storage
»» Tension adjustable backrest
for added comfort
»» Adjustable length controller mount
»» Detachable and height adjustable
back post and push handles
»» Foldable lightweight frame for
easy storage and transportation
»» Electromagnetic brakes
and emergency brakes

»» De-clutch operation to enable you
to safely freewheel the chair where
and when required
»» Padded upholstery for additional
comfort and support
»» 20cm (8”) front castors and 23cm (9”)
rear wheels with solid puncture
proof tyres provide durability
and low maintenance
»» Height adjustable, flip up footplate
to suit users leg length and assist
with easy transfers
»» Dynamic Shark programmable
controller provides an easy and
enjoyable driving experience
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security
»» Available in two colour options –
Metallic Blue or Metallic Red
»» Maximum weight capacity 113kg (18st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Colour Options
Metallic Blue

Metallic Red

»» Programmable controller
»» De-clutch operation to enable you
to safely freewheel the chair
where and when required
»» Padded nylon upholstery for additional
comfort and support
»» Solid front 8” castors with 12.5”
pneumatic rear tyres provide durability
and low maintenance
»» Swing away, removable footrests
to assist with easy transfers
»» Height adjustable legrests suit
users leg length
»» Detachable anti tip wheels as standard
»» One touch lap belt and calf
strap included for additional
safety and security
»» Off board charging with folding
battery tray (2 x 34Ah Batteries)
»» Available in Silver
»» Maximum weight capacity 136kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

“Robust yet lightweight steel frame”

“Highly compact and ultra-manoeuvrable”

Adjustable length controller mount

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

COBALTX16

61cm (24")

98cm (38.5")

84 - 91cm (33 - 36")

46cm (18")

38cm (15")

51 - 58cm (20 - 23")

55kg (121lb)

113kg (18st)

PCC18SIL

64cm (25")

108cm (42.5")

92 - 100cm (36 - 39")

45cm (18")

40cm (16")

65kg (143lb)

136kg (21st)
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 8 miles on a
full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor use
»» Compact and manoeuvrable for use in
tight spaces and busy environments
»» Splits easily for storage
and transportation
»» Rear wheel drive system for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Detachable width adjustable
armrests with removable arm pads
to suit comfort of user
»» Folding backrest for easy
storage and transportation
»» Height adjustable seat and
length adjustment on armrests
allow chair to be easily adapted
to suit comfort preferences
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy transfers
on and off the chair

The Cirrus Powerchair is foldable and lightweight making it ideal
for transporting. It comes in an attractive, lightweight, carbon
steel frame with a silver finish which is easy to maintain.

Titan

Sunfire Plus GT
The Titan Powerchair is perfect for users on the go as it can be
disassembled, without tools, and loaded easily into a car for easy
transportation. Its ultra-manoeuvrable and compact size makes it
ideal for around the home and in busy shopping centres.
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 20 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Mid-size rear wheel drive
for optimum manoeuvrability
»» Reclining padded seat provides
comfort for user
»» Articulating front beam
enabling easy use over gradients
and uneven surfaces
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy
transfers on and off the chair
»» Height adjustable and removable
headrest to suit user requirements
»» Flip up armrests allow improved
access to tables, desks, etc and assist
to facilitate easy transfers
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor
use for maximum flexibility
»» Moulded PU armrests that are
width, height and angle adjustable
to suit comfort preferences

»» Padded upholstery for additional
comfort and support
»» Solid non-marking tyres provide
durability and low maintenance
»» Height adjustable, flip up
footplate to suit users leg length
and assist with comfort
»» Dynamic Shark programmable
controller provides an easy and
enjoyable driving experience
»» Front anti tip wheels as standard
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security
»» Available in Spirit Red
»» Maximum weight capacity 136kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

“Featuring the new front wheel drive
system for optimum manoeuvrability”

»» De-clutch operation to enable you to
safely freewheel the chair where
and when required
»» 20cm (8”) front and 25cm (10”)
rear castors with grey solid
puncture proof tyres provide
durability and low maintenance
»» Angle and height adjustable flip up
footplate to facilitate transfers
»» PG Drives VR2 controller provides an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 350W motors
»» On or off board charging
(2 x 34Ah batteries)
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security
»» Maximum weight capacity 136kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 15 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor use
»» Front wheel drive system for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Detachable padded and adjustable
armrests to suit comfort of user
»» Adjustable length controller mount
»» Folding backrest for easy
storage and transportation
»» Height adjustable and reclining seat
to suit comfort preferences
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy transfers
on and off the chair
»» Height adjustable and removable
headrest to suit user requirements
»» De-clutch operation to enable
you to safely freewheel the chair
where and when required

The Sunfire Plus GT Powerchair offers a traditional rear
wheel drive configuration with modern styling and an
automotive style Captains seat for additional comfort.

“Sleek and robust design”

Easy length adjustable controller

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACKREST HEIGHT (EXC HEADREST)

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

TITAN18LC

63.5cm (25")

102cm (40")

112cm (44")

46cm (18")

46cm (18")

72kg (159lb)

136kg (21st)

PCMM07

66cm (26")

104cm (41")

114cm (45")

46cm (18")

42cm (17")

43cm (17")

96kg (201lb)

136kg (21st)

Image EC

Sunfire General
The Image EC Powerchair is ideal for use indoors due to its highly
manoeuvrable mid wheel drive configuration and small footprint.
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»» De-clutch operation to enable you to
safely freewheel the chair where
and when required
»» Padded upholstery to provide
optimum comfort for the user
»» 25cm (10”) middle wheels and
15cm (6”) front and rear castors
with solid puncture proof tyres provide
durability and are low maintenance
»» Angle and height adjustable flip up
footplate to facilitate transfers
»» PG Drives VR2 controller provides an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 200W motors
»» On or off board charging
(2 x 34Ah batteries)
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security
»» Maximum weight capacity 136kg (21st)
*

»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 20 miles on a
full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Larger rear wheel drive for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Large height adjustable reclining
padded seat provides comfort for user
»» Innovative one touch height
adjustable armrests
»» Articulating front beam enabling
easy use over gradients and
uneven surfaces
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy transfers
on and off the chair
»» Height adjustable and removable
headrest to suit user requirements
»» Flip up armrests allow improved
access to tables, desks, etc and assist
to facilitate easy transfers
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor
use for maximum flexibility
»» Moulded PU armrests that are
width, height and angle adjustable
to suit comfort preferences

Subject to conditions of use

“Highly manoeuvrability and agile”

»» Single lever de-clutch operation
to enable you to safely freewheel the
chair where and when required
»» 23cm (9”) front and 33cm (13”)
rear castors with solid puncture
proof tyres provide durability
and low maintenance
»» Angle and height adjustable
flip up footplate for comfort
»» PG Drives VR2 controller provides an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 450W motors
»» On or off board charging
(2 x 34Ah batteries)
»» Rear anti tip wheels as standard
»» Seat belt included for additional
safety and security
»» Maximum weight capacity 180kg (28st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

“Comfortable & accommodating
large seat”

Bariatric Model

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACKREST HEIGHT (EXC HEADREST)

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACKREST HEIGHT (EXC HEADREST)

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

PCMM08

63cm (25")

106cm (42")

110cm (43")

46cm (18")

42cm (16")

43cm (17")

87kg (192lb)

136kg (21st)

PCMM512

64cm (25")

103cm (41")

112cm (44")

51cm (20")

43cm (17")

50cm (20")

100kg (220lb)

180kg (28st)
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 20 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Mid wheel drive for
optimum manoeuvrability
»» Height adjustable reclining padded
seat provides comfort for user
»» Six wheels provide added stability
when using the powerchair
»» Swivel seat facilitates easy transfers
on and off the chair
»» Height adjustable and removable
headrest to suit user requirements
»» Flip up armrests allow improved
access to tables, desks, etc and assist
to facilitate easy transfers
»» Designed for indoor and outdoor
use for maximum flexibility
»» Moulded PU armrests that are width,
height and angle adjustable to suit
comfort preferences

The Sunfire General features a reclining padded seat and
headrest for ultimate comfort, and is upholstered in an
attractive two tone fabric. The innovative one touch armrests,
swivelling seat and flip up footplate all assist in providing
easy transfers on and off the powerchair.

Seren with Clinical / Adjustable Seat
The nimble Seren is an ultra-manoeuvrable powerchair which
can be used both indoors and outdoors. Compact and agile, the
Seren moves effortlessly around tight corners, so it’s ideal in areas
where space is limited. The powerchair uses a dynamic control
system to give a superb non-stop driving performance.

The nimble Seren is an ultra-manoeuvrable powerchair which
can be used both indoors and outdoors. Compact and agile, the
Seren moves effortlessly around tight corners, so it’s ideal in areas
where space is limited. The powerchair uses a dynamic control
system to give a superb non-stop driving performance.

»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 12 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 46cm (18”) seat width
»» Padded Captain’s seat and
adjustable headrest provide
additional comfort and support
»» Designed for indoor use and limited
outdoor use such as shopping centres
»» Compact, agile and ultra
manoeuvrable for use in tight
spaces and busy environments
»» Front-wheel drive system
»» Height and width adjustable
armrests with PU arm pads to
suit comfort of user
»» Flip up armrests facilitate side transfers

»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 12 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 41cm (16”) and
46cm (18”) seat widths
»» Fold down back mechanism for easy
transportation and storage
»» Designed for indoor use and limited
outdoor use such as shopping centres
»» Compact, agile and ultra
manoeuvrable for use in tight
spaces and busy environments
»» Front-wheel drive system
»» Height and width adjustable
armrests with PU arm pads to
suit comfort of user
»» Flip up armrests facilitate side transfers
»» Tension adjustable backrest to
suit comfort preferences

»» Front and rear suspension to ensure
a smooth and safe ride
»» Swivel seat facilitates transfers
on and off the chair
»» Aluminium 25cm (10”) middle wheels
and 15cm (6”) front and back castors
with solid puncture proof tyres
»» Single centre mount footplate
»» Dynamic Shark controller
»» Powerful 420W motors
»» Off board charging (2 x 36Ah batteries)
»» Fitted with a seat belt for extra security
»» Maximum weight capacity 135kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

“Superb non-stop driving performance”

»» Width, height and depth adjustable
seat with cushion and adjustable back
width to suit various user sizes
»» Front and rear suspension to ensure
a smooth and safe ride
»» Swivel seat facilitates transfers
on and off the chair
»» Aluminium 25cm (10”) middle wheels
and 15cm (6”) front and back castors
with solid puncture proof tyres
»» Single centre mount footplate
»» Dynamic Shark controller
»» Powerful 420W motors
»» Off board charging (2 x 36Ah batteries)
»» Fitted with a seat belt for extra security
»» Maximum weight capacity 135kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use
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Seren with Captain’s Seat

Additional options available –
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Attendant Control
Dual Control
Swing Away Joystick Holder
Elevating Legrest
Standard Legrest

“Compact and agile”

Front and rear suspension to
ensure a smooth and safe ride

Dynamic Shark Controller

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

BACK HEIGHT

WEIGHT

SERENBE

61cm (24”)

100cm (39”)

105cm (41”)

46cm (18”)

45cm / 47cm / 50cm (18” / 19” / 20” )

43cm / 46cm / 48cm / 51cm (17” / 18” / 19” / 20”)

53cm (21”)

80kg (176lb) 135kg (21st)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

BACK HEIGHT

WEIGHT

SERENBE

61cm (24”)

100cm (39”)

105cm (41”)

41cm / 46cm (16” / 18”)

45cm / 47cm / 50cm (18” / 19” / 20” )

43cm / 46cm / 48cm / 51cm (17” / 18” / 19” / 20”)

43cm (17”)

80kg (176lb) 135kg (21st)

WEIGHT CAPACITY

Multego

Volt
The Multego is a dynamic mid-range powerchair designed for
simple yet powerful mobility. This powerchair features a height
and tension adjustable backrest, kerb climber and seat belt.
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»» Swing in / swing out detachable
and height adjustable legrest for
maximum comfort and convenience
when transferring
»» Choice of three seat depths
to suit user preferences
»» Aluminium rear wheels with 32cm (13”)
solid puncture proof tyres
»» Front castors with 20cm (8”)
solid puncture proof tyres
»» Dynamic Shark Series control for an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 420W motors
»» Off board charging (2 x 36Ah batteries)
»» Fitted with a seat belt for extra security
»» Fitted with a kerb climber as standard
»» Maximum weight capacity 136kg (21st)
*

»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 16 miles
on a full battery charge*
»» Available in 41cm (16”), 46cm (18”)
and 50cm (20”) seat widths
»» Calf rest provides added comfort
and support for the user
»» Side panels provide a snug fit,
increased safety and protection
from draughts when using
the chair outdoors
»» Attendant handlebar allows carers
to manoeuvre the chair when
transporting users
»» Small carry pouch is positioned just
below the front of the seat for handy
access to essentials such as keys
»» Tension adjustable backrest and
length adjustment on armrests allow
chair to be easily adapted to suit
comfort preferences
»» Detachable height and width
adjustable armrests with PU arm
pads to suit comfort of user

Subject to conditions of use

Additional options available –
»» Attendant Control
»» Dual Control
»» Swing Away Joystick Holder

»» Single lever de-clutch operation to
enable you to safely freewheel the
chair where and when required
»» Width and depth adjustable seat
(requires tools)
»» Swing in / swing out detachable
and angle adjustable legrests
»» Choice of three seat depths
to suit user preferences
»» Aluminium rear wheels with 35cm (14”)
solid puncture proof tyres
»» Front castors with 22cm (9”)
solid puncture proof tyres
»» Dynamic Shark Series Controller for an
easy and enjoyable driving experience
»» Powerful 450W motors
»» On or off board charging
(2 x 50Ah batteries)
»» Seat cushion included
for added comfort
»» Fitted with a kerb climber as standard.
»» Fitted with a seat belt for extra security
»» Maximum weight capacity 135kg (21st)
*

Subject to conditions of use

Additional options available –
»» Attendant Control
»» Dual Control
»» Elevating Legrest

“Fully adjustable for maximum
comfort and support”

“Comfortable & accommodating
large seat”

Swing in / swing out armrests

Swing in / swing out legrests and
kerb climber as standard
Crash Tested

Crash Tested

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

CODE

WIDTH

LENGTH

HEIGHT

SEAT WIDTH

SEAT DEPTH

SEAT HEIGHT

BACK HEIGHT

WEIGHT

WEIGHT CAPACITY

MULTEGOBE

58cm (23")

104cm (41”)

92cm (36")

41cm / 46cm (16" / 18")

41cm / 43cm / 46cm (16" / 17" / 18")

41cm - 51cm (16" - 20")

74kg (163lb)

136kg (21st)

VOLTBE

62cm (24")

103cm (40.5")

102cm (40")

41cm / 46cm / 50cm (16" / 18" / 20")

41cm / 43cm / 46cm (16" / 17" / 18" )

48.5cm (19")

53cm (21")

71kg (157lb)

135kg (21st)
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»» Maximum speed of 4mph*
»» Maximum range of 16 miles on
a full battery charge*
»» Available in 41cm (16”) and
46cm (18”) seat widths
»» Side panels provide a snug fit,
increased safety and protection
from draughts when using the
chair outdoors
»» Rear-wheel drive system
»» Fold down back mechanism for easy
storage and transportation
»» Width, depth and angle adjustable
seat with cushion and adjustable back
width to suit various user sizes
»» Legrests, armrests and backrest
can also be adjusted independently
of each other for maximum
comfort and support
»» Height and width adjustable
armrests with PU arm pads to
suit comfort of user

The Volt Powerchair has a fixed aluminium frame which
is fitted with solid tyres to ensure you’ll never have a
puncture, and a manual seat tilt and back recliner as
standard to help prevent discomfort and pressure sores.

Powerstroll S Drive

Lightweight Powerstroll
This excellent Powerstroll will turn most manual wheelchairs
into carer controlled powered wheelchairs. It takes the strain out
of pushing a heavy wheelchair and makes easy work of hills, ramps
and uneven surfaces. It can be fitted or removed easily in seconds.
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»» Comes complete with a carry
holdall with shoulder strap
»» Simple to manoeuvre and reverse
»» The powerstroll has a powerful 150
watt (200 watt-HD), 24V motor, capable
of coping with most terrains
»» Maintenance free airline friendly
24v 12Ah valve regulated sealed
lead acid battery pack
»» 2A charger as standard for
off board charging
»» Weight capacity 135kg (21st),
this includes the wheelchair
and user combined
»» Heavy Duty model - maximum weight
capacity 180kg (28st)
*

»» Allows speed of up to 3mph*
»» Travels up to 10 miles (16km) on
a full battery charge*
»» Fits most wheelchairs with seat
widths from 35cm (14”) to 50cm (20”)
(including narrow track wheelchairs
such as the Lightweight Aluminium)
»» Fits 2.2cm - 2.5cm (7/8” - 1”)
diameter tubing
»» Uses existing wheelchair handgrips
»» Lightweight at 14kg (31lb) and less
than 8kg (17lb) with battery pack
removed for easy transportation
»» Trigger handset with variable speed
dial and direction button to suit the
attendant and user requirements

Subject to conditions of use

»» The powerstroll can be easily
fitted and removed
»» Twin ‘Drive’ wheels with 20cm (8”)
black non marking PU tyres
»» Removable fabric battery pack for easy
storage and transportation
»» Uses 12v 20Ah battery (airline friendly)
»» Lightweight 100w 12v DC motor
making the unit very portable
»» Easy to use lift up strap to
increase manoeuvrability
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»» Allows speed of up to 4mph*
»» Travels up to 10 miles (16 km) on
a full battery charge*
»» The powerstroll can easily be fitted
or removed within seconds
»» The excellent P G Drives S Drive
controller features a fully
programmable and comprehensive
fault management system
»» New push and slide battery
removal system
»» It is very portable, making
transportation simple
»» Fits most standard wheelchairs up
to 50cm (20”) seat width
»» Additional parts available
for wider wheelchairs
»» Hand control with variable speed
dial, forward/reverse function,
illuminated battery gauge and
fingertip trigger control

This dual wheel Lightweight Powerstroll can easily be
fitted and removed within seconds, and adapts to fit most
wheelchair sizes. This powerstroll will turn most manual
wheelchairs into carer controlled powered wheelchairs
and take the strain out of pushing a heavy wheelchair.

“Lightweight, portable, and is
available at a great price”

“Features our unique patented
one click docking station”

Bariatric Model

CODE

TOTAL WEIGHT

WEIGHT WITHOUT BATTERY

WEIGHT BATTERY PACK ONLY

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM RANGE

WEIGHT CAPACITY

PWCPP009

19kg (42lb)

10kg (22lb)

9kg (20lb)

8˚

10 Miles (16km)

135kg (21st)

CODE

TOTAL WEIGHT

WEIGHT WITHOUT BATTERY

WEIGHT BATTERY PACK ONLY

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM RANGE

WEIGHT CAPACITY

PWCPP009HD

19kg (42lb)

10kg (22lb)

9kg (20lb)

8˚

10 Miles (16km)

180kg (28st)

PWCPP010

14kg (31lb)

8kg (17lb)

7kg (14lb)

6˚

10 Miles (16km)

115kg (18st)

U-Drive

Notes
The unique U-Drive system converts the XS aluminium self
propelled wheelchair, into a user controlled electric powerchair.
This revolutionary new product is an excellent addition to the
Powerstroll range from Drive Medical.
»» Allows speed of up to 4mph*
»» Travels up to 6 miles (10km)
on a full battery charge*
»» The U-Drive can easily be
fitted or removed
»» The excellent P G Drives S-Drive
Joystick provides true user control
»» New push and slide battery removal
system to facilitate easy charging
»» Very portable, making
transportation simple
»» When detached the U-Drive and
wheelchair will fit into most car boots
for easy transportation

»» Simple to manoeuvre and reverse
making the U-Drive very user friendly
»» Maintenance free airline friendly
24v 12Ah valve regulated sealed
lead acid battery pack
»» On or off board charging
»» 2A charger provided as standard
for off board charging
»» Dual control option is available to
allow both the attendant and the user
to control the wheelchair
*

Subject to conditions of use
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“The U-Drive offers the best
of both worlds”

CODE

TOTAL WEIGHT

WEIGHT WITHOUT BATTERY

WEIGHT BATTERY PACK ONLY

MAXIMUM GRADIENT

MAXIMUM RANGE

WEIGHT CAPACITY

U-DRIVE

31kg (67lb)

22kg (49lb)

9kg (19lb)

6˚

6 Miles (10km)

115kg (18st)
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Notes

Leaflet Code: LL218

Comfort, Style,Performance & Reliability
We understand the true value of innovation within this market place; and know that our
powered mobility development will have a direct influence on improving an individual’s life.

www.drivedevilbiss.co.uk

All sizes and weights stated are nominal. All errors and omissions excepted.
Due to the limitations of photography and the printing process colours shown may not be 100% accurate.

